Estimating relative velocity in the natural environment is challenging because natural scenes vary greatly in contrast and spatial structure. Widely accepted correlation-based models for elementary motion detectors (EMDs) are sensitive to contrast and spatial structure and consequently generate ambiguous estimates of velocity [1] . Identified neurons in the third optic lobe of the hoverfly can reliably encode the velocity of natural images largely independent of contrast [2], despite receiving inputs directly from arrays of such EMDs [3, 4] . This contrast invariance suggests an important role for additional neural processes in robust encoding of image motion [2, 5, 6] . However, it remains unclear which neural processes are contributing to contrast invariance. By recording from horizontal system neurons in the hoverfly lobula, we show two activity-dependent adaptation mechanisms acting as near-ideal normalizers for images of different contrasts that would otherwise produce highly variable response magnitudes. Responses to images that are initially weak neural drivers are boosted over several hundred milliseconds. Responses to images that are initially strong neural drivers are reduced over longer time scales. These adaptation mechanisms appear to be matched to higher-order natural image statistics reconciling the neurons' accurate encoding of image velocity with the inherent ambiguity of correlation-based motion detectors.
Estimation of Image Velocity by Horizontal System Neurons
Fly horizontal system (HS) neurons are a subset of lobula plate tangential cells (LPTCs) that give direction-selective responses to horizontal motion [7] and synapse with descending neurons that control flight and also neck motor neurons that control gaze [8] [9] [10] [11] . Figures 1A and 1B show the velocity tuning to 16 panoramic natural images for two different HS neurons: a male horizontal system north (HSN) and a female horizontal system north-equatorial (HSNE). Despite a 4.5-fold variation in image contrast (C HS ) (see Figure S1 available online), neural responses cluster tightly for most images, increasing monotonically with velocity to an optimum (w250 /s in males and w90 /s in females) and then decreasing for higher velocities ( Figures 1A and 1B) .
Considering that the response of a basic correlation-based elementary motion detector (EMD) is predicted to scale quadratically with image contrast [12] , the variation we observed between neural responses at any particular image speed is relatively small. Although feature-sparse images such as ''Field,'' which have much lower contrasts than the other images (C HS 0.12), break the consistency and always produce weaker responses (maximum 6.0 6 0.3 mV, mean 6 standard error of the mean, n = 5), the greatest variability in response never exceeded 6.8 mV in males ( Figure 1A ) or 5.6 mV in females ( Figure 1B) . Nonetheless, for the majority of scenes, these neurons reliably encoded image velocity with response magnitude up to their optimum.
Although local pattern structure within individual natural scenes temporally modulates the response of individual neurons introducing large response ambiguities, higher order neurons in the fly visual system mitigate this local pattern dependence through spatial averaging of binocular networks of LPTCs [8, 10] . Similarly, we averaged responses over repeated presentations from many different starting points to reflect global image characteristics also mitigating such pattern dependence.
Saturation and the Coding of Natural Image Motion
Unlike basic correlation-based EMDs, LPTC responses do not scale quadratically with pattern contrast, but rather saturate for higher pattern contrasts [13, 14] . The results in Figure 1 are consistent with a simple hypothesis for contrast invariance, whereby the high global contrast of natural scenes recruits saturation mechanisms either at the level of the LPTCs or more peripherally, thus leading to similar response magnitudes. Indeed, several modeling studies have investigated the effects of additional neural processes such as saturation and have shown that the inclusion of saturating nonlinearities in correlation-based EMDs reduces response variability to natural scenes [5, 6] . However, a key feature of our data argues against a role for saturation in response normalization. Even if saturation limits responses at high contrasts, it should not change the rank order of response magnitude. Figures 1A and 1B use line styles, with dash length symbolizing rank order of image contrasts (C HS ) (shorter dashes = lower contrast). With the exception of the sparse image ''Field'' ( Figure S1 ), there is little obvious relationship between image contrast and neuron response. This is confirmed by data pooled from five additional recordings for 25 images moving at a constant velocity of 45 /s ( Figure 1C ). We further tested this hypothesis by artificially lowering contrast to relieve the potential influence of saturation ( Figure S2 ). Reducing contrast to 25% of the original level resulted in substantial but sublinear reduction in response and a more than 40% increase in image-to-image response variance (Figures S2H-S2K; Table S1 ). However, C HS and response magnitude remained poorly correlated (Table S1) . Furthermore, even the weaker response to the ''Field'' image could not be accounted for by its unusually low global contrast (C HS 0.12) removing it from the influence of saturation, because artificially increasing its contrast did not result in increased response (Figures S2C and S2F ; see Supplemental Experimental Procedures for full details).
The weak correlation between neuron response and contrast is unlikely to result from experimental variability, because our data reveal consistent trends in responses for different directions of motion and for specific images between recordings. For example, we found a high correlation between the rank order of response magnitudes recorded from HSN and HSNE when stimulated with the whole range of contrasts covered by our image set ( Figure 1D ; r = 0.72, p < 0.01, Spearman's rank correlation). This is despite different spatiotemporal tuning between sexes [15] and substantial differences in the size and shape of HS neuron receptive fields [16] . Thus, although simple image statistics (e.g., contrast) cannot account for response magnitudes, we conclude that specific image features recruit consistent responses across neurons ( Figure 1D ).
Motion Adaptation Reduces Response Variance across the Image Set
The time course of HS neuron responses differs substantially from image to image. Figure 2 shows responses to three example images (''Botanic,'' ''Library,'' and ''Field'') representing upper, middle, and lower C HS . Higher contrast images evoke responses that peak within 200 ms and then decline steadily over time, whereas low-contrast images roll on more slowly, peaking after 400 ms with little or no subsequent decrease ( Figure 2 ). Our stimulus avoids neural after-image effects [17] by adapting neurons to a blank screen before motion onset. The sudden stimulus onset and offset evokes a direction-independent depolarizing transient similar to those previously observed for grating stimuli [18] , which complicates the analysis of initial responses, making it difficult to evaluate truly unadapted responses. These transients have a similar magnitude for either direction of motion, so subtracting antipreferred (N) from preferred (P) direction responses reduces their influence (see [18] ) and confirms the substantive difference in time course for different images (P 2 N; Figure 2C ). Comparison of initial and final response levels reveals a significant increase for low-contrast ''Field'' but a significant decrease for the higher-contrast ''Library'' and ''Botanic'' images ( Figure 2D ).
Considerable research has quantified the effects of motion adaptation with experimenter-designed stimuli [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . One of the most prominent effects of motion adaptation is a powerful relief from saturation [14] . Although the results shown in Figure 1 and Figure S2 seem to preclude an obvious explanation for contrast invariance based on compressive mechanisms such as saturation, we analyzed responses after several seconds of adaptation to the natural images. What is the likely effect of adaptation on response magnitudes produced by different images? Figure 3A shows the contrasts of the natural images (C HS ) transformed by the contrast response function of HS neurons recorded with near-optimal sine wave gratings before and after adaptation (contrast response functions from [14] ). In the unadapted state, some of the natural images are of high enough contrast to reside in sublinear regions of the contrast response function ( Figure 3A , black circles), resulting in a skewed distribution of predicted responses ( Figure 3A , inset box plot). However, after prolonged exposure to image motion (as per our analysis), the images largely lie outside of the nonlinear regions of the curve ( Figure 3A , gray circles). Consequently, we expect adaptation to increase the spread of response magnitudes to images by relieving the system from saturation ( Figure 3A , compare inset box plots). Figure 3B shows box and whisker plots summarizing the distributions of the responses produced by the images at different time points. In the earliest parts of the response, these distributions are very broad. Note that the unadapted neural response distribution ( Figure 3B ) is much less skewed than that predicted by the neuron contrast response function in the unadapted state ( Figure 3A) , possibly reflecting the influence of dendritic gain control mechanisms in these neurons [24] . Furthermore, contrary to our predictions from Figure 3A , the spread of image responses is significantly compressed following several seconds of adaptation, with a 51% and 37% reduction in the interquartile range for preferred and antipreferred directions ( Figures S3A and S3B , respectively) and a 64% reduction in the preferred minus antipreferred case (P 2 N; Figure 3B ).
Analysis of an intermediate time point (200-300 ms) shows that median responses actually increased over the first 300 ms ( Figure 3B ; Figures S3A and S3B) . However, response time course ought to depend primarily on the delay mechanism inherent to the EMD [25] . Because the underlying optimum of even unadapted fly LPTCs is at relatively high temporal frequencies [25, 26] , underlying properties of motion detection cannot account for latencies of more than a few tens of milliseconds.
Images that produced initially weak neural responses (e.g., ''Field'') showed the most prominent increases in response ( Figures 3B, open circles; Figures S3A and S3B) , causing some reduction in overall response spread. A slower ''roll on'' for very low contrast gratings has previously been reported for LPTCs [27] and also for monkey cortical neurons, where response latency reflects stimulus strength [28] . Could this increase in response for some natural images be associated with an early-onset increase in the contrast gain of the system? To investigate this, we used a test-adapt-test protocol to measure contrast gain before and after a brief adapting presentation (200 ms) with the low contrast ''Field'' image, which showed the most prominent increase in response ( Figure S4 ). These experiments revealed that even brief adaptation with the ''Field'' image produced a reduction in contrast gain ( Figure S4 ; see Supplemental Experimental Procedures for full details). Thus, although the response initially increased for this image, contrast gain was slightly decreased.
Comparing initial responses with response change after 4 s confirms that initially weak responses are boosted, whereas initially strong responses tend to decline over time ( Figure 3C ; Figures S3C and S3D) . Although the strength of this relationship varies between individual recordings, when we subtract preferred and antipreferred responses to minimize response transients, we see a clear linear relationship for each neuron (r 2 = 0.78, 0.88, and 0.74 for neurons 1, 2, and 3, respectively). The relatively steep slope (20.42, 20 .57, and 20.46 for neurons 1, 2, and 3, respectively) suggests that this adaptive response change would contribute to a strong normalization of the response to different images.
One mechanism, which Warzecha et al. [29] proposed to explain the slow response onset, was increased dendritic resistance at peripheral levels in the motion pathway when input synaptic activation was weak, leading to a cascade of neural processes with adjusted membrane time constants. Although our data do not refute such a mechanism, Figure 3C reveals a surprising consequence of it: the magnitude of responses increases linearly with initial response level. Moreover, the same linear trend is observed, but with the opposite sign, once motion adaptation takes effect for images that produce initially stronger responses. Such bidirectional and linear dependence of final response level on the amplitude of initial response strongly suggests an activity-dependent normalization strategy. We conclude that differences in the response time course contribute substantially to contrast-invariant coding of image velocity. These effects appear to be due to two separable components: (1) slow initial roll on or buildup within the first 500 ms for initially weak stimuli, which is not attributable to increased contrast gain, and (2) progressive response reduction for initially stronger stimuli. We focused our detailed analyses (Figure 2; Figure 3 ) on a single velocity, because intracellular recording durations are limited. However, individual tuning curves for different images appear to be consistent across the full velocity range (Figure 1) , arguing against the normalization mechanism being as simple as one antagonistic activity-dependent adaptation. Further work is required to investigate the degree to which this normalization strategy extends to other velocities.
Higher-Order Scene Statistics
Our images contain a diverse range of scenes, from bushland and parks to urban and entirely man-made scenes. Although these images are similar in terms of second-order statistics [30] [31] [32] , fractal-based analysis of these images suggests higher-order statistical differences between images composed primarily of foliage and those containing manmade features such as buildings or walls [33] . To investigate the effects of feature distribution, we segregated a group of urban scenes, which contained at least one major man-made structure such as a building or a wall, from the remaining group of predominantly natural scenes. These two subsets do not differ in global contrast (C HS of 0.517 6 0.053 for the natural set, n = 16, versus 0.461 6 0.040 for the urban set, n = 10; p = 0.46, unpaired t test).
Although the two image sets produce similar responses, when artificially rescaled to 25% contrasts, responses clearly separate, with the response to natural images decreasing more than the response to urban images for either direction of motion (Figure 4) . Similarly, if we plot the change in rank order of response amplitudes (i.e., the change in rank of responses to individual images across the whole set), we see a similar shift in response, with urban images tending to be more highly ranked after contrast reduction (insets in Figure 4 ). These average trends suggest that extended vertical edges and other features typical of man-made scenes may be inherently more potent drivers for neural response. 
Conclusions
Several previous studies have suggested that the dynamic properties of behaviorally generated optic flow influence neural responses [34] [35] [36] [37] . Although we made no attempt to represent the complex flow fields that flies might experience during free flight, the adaptive effects we observed are similar for both directions of motion, and the tuning curves for different images cluster across a large range of angular velocities, similar to those observed in free flight [36, 37] . Hence, it is very likely that the effects described here would contribute to responses during free flight. We have shown evidence that previously unrecognized mechanisms appear to normalize neural responses across an enormous variety of natural scenes. These mechanisms allow neural response magnitudes to reliably encode image velocity. Our data therefore have the potential to reconcile the velocity coding of LPTCs with the remarkable abilities of many insects to exploit relative velocity information for a variety of tasks, from landing on a stationary surface to visual odometry [38, 39] . Because the case for a correlation-based operation underlying directional motion detection is not in dispute (see [40] ), our findings highlight the need for further work to understand how these additional neural mechanisms operate, both locally and globally, to bring about contrast-invariant velocity coding.
Experimental Procedures Experiments
We recorded intracellularly from HS neurons in the left lobula plate of wildcaught hoverflies, Eristalis tenax, with sharp aluminosilicate electrodes (tip resistances of 80-250 MU with 2 M KCl) pulled on a Sutter Instruments P97 electrode puller. Neurons were characterized based on the receptive field, as described in detail [16] . Data were digitized at 5 kHz with a National Instruments 16-bit A/D converter and analyzed offline with Matlab. Although HS neurons predominantly respond with graded shifts in membrane potential, we reduced influence of activity-induced spikelets that ride upon this potential by filtering spike-like events, as described elsewhere [18] .
Image Collection and Display
Images were captured with a Nikon D-70 digital camera and a panoramic tripod head with a high dynamic range capture technique (see [6] for details; images are available from R. Brinkworth). We collected 26 panoramic natural images from various field sites around South Australia, ranging from densely forested creek beds to vast open hillsides and man-made environments. Limitations in recording duration meant that not every image was displayed in all recordings, but, where means are shown, legends give the number of images presented.
Stimuli were perspective-corrected with VisionEgg software [2] and displayed on a linearized, 8-bit, RGB cathode ray tube monitor at 200 Hz refresh rate with mean luminance of 100 cd/m 2 . The display was placed 14-15 cm in front of the fly and centered approximately 20 left of the midline at an elevation of 35 , subtending approximately 100 3 75 of the visual field. Full velocity tuning curves were collected via a rapid motion-adapted protocol (see [2] ). For all other experiments, images were rotated at 45 /s for a minimum of 3 s in both antipreferred and preferred directions. 
